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Use This Paperback Planner To Keep Track of All Your Important Dates, Priorities, and Obligations This Delta Sigma Theta planner is perfect
for sorors to help them remember all your sorority and work events. Make sure you never miss another meeting or service opportunity. The
Cover - The cover is a sturdy paperback book with a glossy finish. The binding is the same as a standard paperback book. (The notebook
may need to be pressed open to lie flat.) Size Dimensions - 6" x 9" The Interior - The interior of the planner holds 63 pages. The left side has
slots for you plan your day by the hour and to create a to-do list. The right side is a blank wide-rule lined page for journaling or taking notes.
This planner is ideal for anyone with a busy schedule and who loves DST. It makes a great gift for birthdays or any other holiday. Now that
you
2018 Monthly Setting Goals and Mediating Color Therapy Calendar. This is a bound calendar 8.5" x 11". Each month has an adult coloring
picture on one side and a full calendar on the opposite side. The calendar is designed to fill in your goals for the month and your
accomplishments at the end of the month. Or however works best for you. Use as a monthly planner and a color therapy journal. This is not a
spiral bound or stapled calendar. It has binding on the side which will better suit using this as a planner or journal.

(Note: Please select the paperback option. The Kindle version will just piss you off.) This is a basic bitch planner. I
repeat, a basic bitch planner. It doesn't care about your dreams or your grandma's birthday. It also doesn't care if you
cheat on it with other planners, or dump it for something prettier. It knows it's just a glorified notebook being used until the
next best thing. It doesn't care about your pretty stickers or your special fountain pen in that shade of pink you think is
special. It just doesn't care. And now that I've sold you, let me tell you about my basic bitch planner. 2018-2019 are at the
front. It comes in 3 different sizes (largish, mediumish, and passportish size), weekly and daily, undated (if you are
difficult and don't want to start the first week of Jan, or just can't make up your damn mind), and dated. Colorblocked and
gridded pages are the focus. Each page is numbered (if you need an index) and has a little black square on the top right
of each page to tick or color once you're done with this page. That's it. Interior designed in a sedate gray because you're
bringing the chaos, not me. So, what does this planner provide beside its basic-ness? Lots if you need it. If you're into the
diy planner scene, joined the Bullet Journal cult, follow the GTD assembly, then this could work for you. Trees were
chopped down, but no cows were killed. You can knock yourself out with washi tape and stickers. Or not. No frills, here.
Instagram and Pinterest can show you how to add your own frills. You do you. I'm not here to inspire you. This planner
works for you, not the other way around. You just have to choose a cover. Hit me up on Instagram for cover requests.
https://www.instagram.com/inkslayed/
Do you like planners? Do you have a collection of them? Are any of them perfect? Are you constantly looking for the next
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best? The one that will finally put your life in order. I love planners. I've amassed hundreds over the years. Some worked
better than others, and some still sit empty and too pretty for me to deface with my horrible handwriting. I've also come to
terms that a book isn't going to get my life in order, but maybe it can look a little less chaotic. (The lies we tell ourselves.)
I think I've reached a point in my life where I just want a basic bitch planner. I'm trying a minimalist approach. You can
plan every little detail if you'd like, or just jot down the things you don't want to forget. I decided to start from scratch for
the things I needed. I needed plenty of space for random thoughts, ideas, song lyrics to Google later, recipes, phone
numbers, restaurants, who was that actor who played in Perfect Strangers, is that Venus right by the moon, and what
time does Starbucks close? Sure, I could check my phone, but there's only 5% left on my battery, so I need to save it. I
need plenty of grid space. And sometimes I don't need an answer right away, but want to keep it close. But I also needed
just a tiny bit of structure. A place for organized tasks, appointments, deadlines, or whatever else I wanted. It differs from
week to week for me. I left it without labels for you to define as you see fit. You could just as easily use the space for
doodling, baby names, weekly menus, project planning, etc., etc. There's also a nifty black square on every right page for
you to tick/fill in when a page isn't needed anymore. You can use them as Bullet Journals, as I do when my brain lets me,
or if you follow the church of GTD. You do you. I'm not here to inspire you. This planner works for you, not the other way
around. The planners come in 7"x10", daily and weekly, undated (2 year calendar in front only) and dated. Interior
designed in sedate grays because it calms me. Covers designed to amuse me. Interiors include: For weekly: Two pages
of color blocks at front and back, four pages interspersed. Two-year, two-page calendar spread. Thirteen, two-page, onemonth spread.Fifty-three, two-page weekly spreads, left side color block, right side gridded.Sixty extra gridded
sheets.Numbered pages if an index is required. For daily: Two pages of color blocks at front and back. Two-year, twopage calendar spread. Thirteen, two-page, one-month spread.Three-hundred, sixty-five, one-page half color block, half
gridded pages.Ten extra gridded sheets.Numbered pages if an index is required. Hit me up on Instagram for cover
requests. https://www.instagram.com/inkslayed/
(This is a basic bitch planner. I repeat, a basic bitch planner. It doesn't care about your dreams or your grandma's birthday. It also doesn't
care if you cheat on it with other planners, or dump it for something prettier. It knows it's just a glorified notebook being used until the next
best thing. It doesn't care about your pretty stickers or your special fountain pen in that shade of pink you think is special. It just doesn't care.
And now that I've sold you, let me tell you about my basic bitch planner. 2018-2019 are at the front. It comes in 7"x10", weekly and daily,
undated (if you are difficult and don't want to start the first week of Jan, or just can't make up your damn mind), and dated. Colorblocked and
gridded pages are the focus. Fill them in how you see fit. Weekly planners have a two page spread for each week, and daily planners get a
page for each day. Each page is numbered (if you need an index) and has a little black square on the top right of each page to tick or color
once you're done with this page. That's it. Interior designed in a sedate gray because you're bringing the chaos, not me. So, what does this
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planner provide beside its basic-ness? Lots if you need it. If you're into the diy planner scene, joined the Bullet Journal cult, follow the GTD
assembly, then this could work for you. Trees were chopped down, but no cows were killed. You can knock yourself out with washi tape and
stickers. Or not. No frills, here. Instagram and Pinterest can show you how to add your own frills. You do you. I'm not here to inspire you. This
planner works for you, not the other way around. You just have to choose a cover. Hit me up on Instagram for cover requests.
https://www.instagram.com/inkslayed/
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More than 65 Illustrations to colour The monthly planner has 1 design per month at the top of each page. A weekly planner with a unique
design per page, so 52 in total. 18 Pages "contact" arranged in alphabetical order. When coloring is a passion, then a coloring planner is
more than necessary. This Weekly Planner has been created and thought by us, colorists. The goal is to enhance your passion for coloring
and being able to stay organised throughout your days. This weekly planner 2018 will allow you to colour while being always on time and
never miss a date or an event. It also has a special coloring books section where you can write down titles you come across and don't want to
forget. When done with a book you can also rate them by coloring the little stars next to it.All the illustrations have been carefully chosen
according to the seasons and special celebrations such as Christmas, Halloween, Easter etc... Happy New Year 2018 and Happy Coloring.
This is a basic bitch planner. I repeat, a basic bitch planner. It doesn't care about your dreams or your grandma's birthday. It also doesn't care
if you cheat on it with other planners, or dump it for something prettier. It knows it's just a glorified notebook being used until the next best
thing. It doesn't care about your pretty stickers or your special fountain pen in that shade of pink you think is special. It just doesn't care. And
now that I've sold you, let me tell you about my basic bitch planner. 2018-2019 are at the front. It comes in 7"x10", weekly and daily, undated
(if you are difficult and don't want to start the first week of Jan, or just can't make up your damn mind), and dated. Colorblocked and gridded
pages are the focus. Fill them in how you see fit. Weekly planners have a two page spread for each week, and daily planners get a page for
each day. Each page is numbered (if you need an index) and has a little black square on the top right of each page to tick or color once
you're done with this page. That's it. Interior designed in a sedate gray because you're bringing the chaos, not me. So, what does this planner
provide beside its basic-ness? Lots if you need it. If you're into the diy planner scene, joined the Bullet Journal cult, follow the GTD assembly,
then this could work for you. Trees were chopped down, but no cows were killed. You can knock yourself out with washi tape and stickers. Or
not. No frills, here. Instagram and Pinterest can show you how to add your own frills. You do you. I'm not here to inspire you. This planner
works for you, not the other way around. You just have to choose a cover. Hit me up on Instagram for cover requests.
https://www.instagram.com/inkslayed/

Handbook and beautiful drawing practice. For entertainment and work, this small but beautiful notebook is always right
for anything, idea or thought that wants to be jotted down or drawn. Whether for yourself or as a gift to enthusiastic
cyclists and fathers, partners, friends and fathers or work colleagues. Especially suitable for birthdays, Christmas or
simply a beautiful gift for your loved ones. Also a good gift idea for Father's Day. All fathers who love mountain biking are
pleased with that. It has a handy format in 6x9 inches. Have fun with it.
2018 Weekly Planner Coloring Calendar: Therapeutic Meditation Color TherapyThis is a 8x10 planner calendar. The
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calendar is designed to write your goals for each week, plan appointments, schedule your activities or brainstorm.
Whatever works best for you. On one side of the planner is a color image for you to color throughout the week. The
opposite side has space for you to write. Use the calendar planner for therapeutic coloring or mindful meditation. I know
when I'm coloring or meditating on my own week I need space to jot ideas that come to mind. This calendar keeps this in
mind to be used as a weekly planner and a color therapy journal.
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